ARCHANGEL MICHAEL:
PRAYER OF PROTECTION, PURIFICATION AND LIBERATION OF THE HOME, OF
THE ENVIRONMENTS AND OF THE MOTHER EARTH
With Pure Intent of Love I invoke the divine presence of Almighty God Father/Mother, my
guardian Angels, my Higher Self and the Master Jesus,
I invoke the entire Consciousness of the Archangel Michael and I ask you with true pure and
sincere love to aspirate all the egoic energies of fear, anger, jealousy, competition, control,
judgement, manipulation, hate, suffering and pain inside me and around me, in this room and in my
whole house (office / car / building / shop, etc).
I ask you to purify my intentions, words and actions and to help me aligning with the frequency of
the Most Pure and Unconditional Love and to do the same with (names of my loved ones including
domestic animal names …………) with the authorization of their Soul/Higher Self.
Archangel Michael, thank you for purifying all the energies of this room, of every single room of
this house, of all the walls and the ceiling, terrace(s), all furniture, all appliances, of all electronic
equipment and devices such as computers, TVs and other various objects, of all the food and the
water present in the house.
Thank you for removing all the memories of fear, pain and suffering, definitively liberating my
house, now and forever, from possible dark spirits bound to the earth, parasitic entities, demons,
discordant electromagnetic waves, obscure or obscured technologies, known and unknown psychic
attacks of all kinds, evil spells and curses, egoic energies of anger, judgement, envy or jealousy.
I pray you with Love to send them to the Light and to the Divine Justice of God Almighty /Mother
who knows what to do.
Archangel Michael, please close all the doors and the gates to all the dark forces in all there forms,
known and unknown, seal them and prevent these low forces to enter my home and my personal
space!Now the Archangel Michael shines his powerful light, raising my vibrations and frequencies
and the vibrations and frequencies of my whole house, tuning them into the most pure and
unconditional love frequency, creating a complete protective shield, impenetrable to darkness where
only the light and the purest and true love of God Almighty Father/Mother can enter.
Archangel Michael, thank you for leading me to remove from my home all the objects and the
various things that don’t serve my highest good. Thank you for helping me to recognize the right
people for me who have loving and kind intentions.
Thank you for helping me to have the courage to let go without judgment those who don’t resonate
with me and with my highest good. Thank you because now my home and me (office / car /
building / shop, etc) vibrate in the frequency of the New Earth where everything is love, peace,
healing, joy, abundance, perfect health, endless blessings, brotherhood/sisterhood, union in love,
joy, freedom of expression, creativity. Archangel Michael I ask with pure intention of love that this
prayer of protection and liberation is extended to all my loved ones and to all those who need
purification, liberation and protection and don’t know how and to whom to ask in the name of Love
with maximum authorization of their Soul/Higher Self.

Purify, liberate and protect the whole Mother Earth, all the energetic places, the animals, the
plants and all her creatures of true and pure love, visible and invisible, all the technologies of love,
the cars, the roads, the airports, the houses, the schools and all the private or public places that need
your Sacred Protection in the name of Love.
Please close the doors and the portals in the Mother Earth and in the whole universe to the visible or
the invisible dark energies, parasitic entities, demons, dark electromagnetic waves, dark
technologies, chemtrails, seal them and prevent these low forces from violating our planet and all
her creatures of love! In the name of God Father/Mother, Archangel Michael deliver us definitively
from the darkness and from all the known and unknown egoic forces, make sure that Love reigns on
earth in all its forms and expressions.
Now the Archangel Michael shines his powerful light, elevating the vibrations and frequencies of
the whole mother earth, tuning them into the frequency of the most Pure and Unconditional Love,
creating a shield of Complete Protection, impenetrable to the darkness where only the light and
the purest love of God Almighty, Father/Mother can enter.
Thank you, because I'm protected by Love.
Thank you, because my loved ones are protected by Love.
Thank you, because my home is protected by Love.
Thank you, because Mother Earth is protected by Love.
Thank you, because Love on earth is protected.
Thank you, because now I vibrate in the frequency of the New Earth where Love, peace, joy,
creativity, common abundance for all, perfect health, infinite blessings,
brotherhood, union in love, freedom of expression reign.
Thank you, because the New Earth is already manifested.
Thank you, thank you, thank you.
It’s done, it’s done, it’s done.
And so it is.
Now, forever and for the Eternity!
Thank God/Goddess Father/Mother.
Thank Archangel Michael and the Master Jesus.
Thank all the Angels and all the Beings of Light and Pure Unconditional Love that in communion
of intent with the Archangel Michael have participated in this process of Purification, Liberation,
and Protection of my home and the Manifestation of the New Earth.
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